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VrtaC rUCTIO 

Introduction  

This report is a description of the geology of an area about clam 

groups 2 and 3, of Fenimore Iron Mines, Limited. 

These areas ware napped by a seven man geological party, tit a scale 

of one inch equsal.s half a mile. The ocr,urenctes of Iron Formation wore 

checked for economic significance. 

l ocatien of  the Area 

The area is located approximately y 60 miles meat. of Fort Chime on 

Ungava Bay. It extends from a point si.x miles south of Leif Lake, south-

ward a distance of 45 mi.l es,, to strain Lake. The area includes Finger and 

Bones Lakes. Its width varies from three to eight. miles. 

The total area mapped was appreximately 265 square Miles. 

Access and Transportation 

Planes from the company base at N orth Ring Lake provided easy access to 

the area. Transportation by canoe along the map area is feasible, as the 

rapids are passable with light loads. 

Timber 

Trees, sufficient for tent poles and fire wood, occur throughout the 

area, with the exception of the region north of Finger Lake. The absolute 

Unit of trees passes through the centre of Finger Lake. 

No stands of timber 'capable of producing merchantable lumber were 

observed. 



i:a  i mr.ate 

The climate was cool and generally very agreeable for summer work 

(end of May to firat of October). 

Method ©Y  wark 

The rock formations were mapped by traverses acmes the satruatura at 

ta1f mile intervals. The areas of Iron Formation were more extensively 

mapped, every attempt being made to pick up and investigate all outcrops. 

Aerial ptaot,ographs„ at half sile to the inch scale, were used, and on 

these the outcrops were outlined,' Tracings of these showed the geology in 

detail and topographic details. This method is simple, fast and accurate. 

Prom these tracings, a base map was prepared. 



CRCiTZRAL 47EOiOGi. 

General al 

All the rock formations exposed within the map area are of Precambrian 

age. Generally they show a strong resemblance to the formations exposed 

further south in the Labrador Trough, notably on the property of the Iron 

Ore Company of Canada. 

As in the south, the formations consist of a sedimentary ontary aeee,riess of 

Upper Precambrian age, tying between gneiaees to the westward and basic 

igneous rock to the eastward. Within this sedimeentary series are found the 

iron bearing series of the Labrador Trough. 

Surface Features  

The area of sedimentary rocks is characterietically one of gentle slopes 

to the east, with steeper or cliff-like western elopes. Difference of 

relief is usually about 100 feet with 250 feet as a maximum. 

The hills. and vnUeye are usually elongated in a north-south direction, 

dividing the country into fairly pronounced and continuous ridges and valleys. 

TO the Est,, in the area of diorites and welcs ice, this ridge and valley 

topography is even more strikingly developed. 

?hroughout these areas, the strew and rivers flew northwards and are 

presently douneutting through fairly thick 'ravel deposits. 

The ridge tope generally are lacking any gravel or sand deposits, and 

thus yield good outcrops.: 



GEt):fiGYCAa:, FORMATIONS 

TABLE OF FORMATIONS 

Quaternaany 
Recent 
Pleistocene 

Sand, Gravel & silt 
TiLl graivei. 

U N (; W i, ii i3 1 â ~ 

Freoambri.razs. 

Chimo Series 	Lavas, (massive & pillow) 
tuffe, agglomerates & . 
grt;enstcares~, diorites-4 
metadiora.te8 

3 

Shales & Schiste 	. ;{lrgi.L ite, shales, slates 
Ghloritic schïsts, black 
shales 

Abner Dolomite 	Duff to light grey, dolomite 
(Upper Dolomite) 	Iim$ssten.e:, sandy dolomite 

fl- -lot) 

Chi.oack, Formation 	Sandstone, arkase, 
Conglomerate & grits 
Shales 

iïlSC'UidFf}RMITY 

Frcni.rcore 
Iron Formation 

Iron Phrm.4tion Conglomerate 
Spotted Silica, I.F. 	34) 
Carbonate, I.F. 
Granular Silica,  
F3ane1., tedded Chort, I.F. 1a_9,,' 
Metalic, I.F. 	 to-40A; 
Thin .'Bedded  Jasper or Chert,YF. ! 

. 	.. 	

./.rV

....

.1... 

Alison Quartzite 	Black quartzite 
Grey quartzite 
light grown quartzite 

Lower Dolomite 	Green dolomite 

UiiCQNF4RMITY 

Gneiss 	 Quarta biotite schiste 
HiOnatites 
Granitic gnerisa9es 
Granf.fi,en 



Granite Gneiss  

The older gxauiauic formations which form the western border of the Trough 

are more or less granitic in composition. In many places true granite and 

pegmatitee are found. 

limit of Strain Laker, the rocks mapped as gneisss«aa are mainly quartz- 

bicsti,tts schiste, magmatites and granites. 

Elsewhere, they are true grie:isses and granites. 

The composition of the granites is identical to that of the granite 

pebbles found in the Chiotaek Formation conglomerates. 

Lower Dolomite 

Only two outcrops of thin formation were observed and these were in the 

region southwest of Strain Lake. 

These are light grees'a, fine grain, soft dolomitic rock, with no quartz 

veins or other secondary qurartzp as is found in every case in the Abner 

Dolomite or Upper dolomite. 

One of these outcrops, 300 feet west of the south end of Strain Lake, 

shows a surface of di.scorfoarmiwyF. Here the dolomite is in contact with an 

arkose of the Chioack Formation. ibo surface of the contact is cliff-like, 

and the ,s.rkosse contains large blocks of dolomite, of random orientation. 

The surface is due to erosion of the dolomite, followed by deposition of the 

t:hioe.s:k arkose, with no angular discordance. 

The dolomite in the abOe locality is overlain by a chlorite schis;t, and 

a vein-like body of brecciated quartz or chart. 



Alison Quartzite  

The Alison Quartzite makes a good horizon marker as its characteristics 

are distinctive. 

All grants, unless recrystalized, are rounded. They are ecmnstl., about 

1 mme in diameter, clear and glassy. The graine are very regular in size; 

sorting reached a high degree of perfection. All grains are between 1/2 mm. 

and 1 1/2 mm. in diameter. 

In rare cases where the rock has been rec,r.vsi:r~.lxüed, the grains are 

about the same aime, but, they say appear hex.agoraal shaped, or show a fuzzy 

grain surface. 

The colour of this Quartzite ranges from grey to brown. In the region 

from Strain to Bones Ltzke?s: the rock is typically grey or grey-blue on frash ., 

sut•.ft:,csa end a cimi.l.ar  but lighter colour on weathered surface. North '.af: 

Bones Lake, particularly in the Finger and irony Lakes area, the Alison 

Quartzite is brownish on fresh and eeiatlsere:d :rurfs.ce;. This is due to some 

carbonate in the 'interstices between the grains. In the Strain Lake area, 

a black quartzite ie found ct the top of the Alison `.lursr•F.zi.tep and also inter- 

bedded with the lower-most Iron FArr;_af.i«: me:r...,îter. 	South of Strain Lake, the 

quartzite is light sd}tt grezen in colour. 

Thu ratc;xiasl of the grains or the rock is a3.+sao:3t I.QC â quarte. The cement 

is generally siliceous, but carbonate is often present. The colour of the 

black quartzite ia due to a very thin coating of iron-oxide about the quartz 

grains. 

Fenimore Iron For.mati.on. 

The iron formations observed in the area are believed to be aàll part of 



the same stratigraphie horizon, i.e., there is only one horizon of Iron 

Formation in this area. 

The Fenimore Iron Formation is composed of definite members, vrhi.ch are 

generally  separable and distt#.e:t, and may be classified as fallowss: 

4w3 	- 	Iron Formation Conglomerate 
4g - 	Spotted Silica Iron Formation 
4f 	Carbonate Iron Formation 
4e 	- 	Granular si:li.csa, Iron Formation 
4d 	- 	Finely Bedded Cherty Iron Formation 
4.0 	- 	?,etalâr. Iron Formation 
4b 	- 	Thin Bedded Jasper or Cherty Iron Formation 

Thin Bedded Jas )er or Chertv :r.ror. Formation 

This n©raiaer of the Ârs..r Formation consists of alternate thin layers of 

chert or jasper, and shal.y material. The ladreir.e of jasper or chart range up 

to 1/2 inch in thickness and may be m•ar'Q of one or many  thinner beds. 

The sgiL,lMf layers may be rich in hematite, magnetite or an iron carbonate. 

They may consist of black quartzite. 

The characteristic feature of this formation is the thin layers or lenses 

of jasper, usually sfepfaxatit.e;sa by 3hal.J layers. 

The principal pa1. GucurfxFace; of thin member is ue::at of w;train Lake. Here, 

however 3  it varies,  considerably in composition, even though its thin-bedded 

feature is persistant. 

Vetst of the centre of Finger Lake a thin-bedded carbonate member under- 

lines the nttetalic Iron Formation." 

Het?a.ï.i.c Iron Formation  

The Natalie Iron Formation is composed of thin to thick beds of jasper 

or chart r separated by beds of hematite and magnetite-rich material. 

The iron content in usually fairly high, and occurs in the form of 

colites or fin e to medium sized grains of hematite and magnetite. These gram 



may,  as in the case of mu:agneti.ter in the vicinity of Irony x,aikee, be erysta:.ine. 

The remainder of the iron-rich layers is made of chert usually in the form 

of colites. 

The jasper or chart layer a may be from 1/2 inch to 1 foot thick, usually 

2 to 6 inches. 

West of strain Lake, this formation has a rather hi4ç11 iron content, either 

s:; colites or, as at the south west of the lake, almost pure magnetite layera. 

In these areas the c}aasrL beds are 1/2 to 1 inch thick. 

East of Irony lake, this formation ie composed of thick layers of jasper 

(slightly granular) with disseminated magnetite in the jasper layers, grading 

outwards to a very rich thin magnetite layer. The magnetite mainly occurs as 

e3uinedraal, grains. The jasper layers comprise about 75% of the rock by volume 

and ere generally about 6 inches thick. 

Ftorti2 of Finger Lake the rock is x.nree massive, with fewer jasper layers. 

It is a rather 1440ssive rock composed of ool.it,<.sot hematite and chert. The fresh 

surface is blue-grey,; avilry 'tmi:tü.'sa cn looking rock. 

The getal{ c Iron Format.ion varies from 10 to 50 feet in thickness. Usually 

it is about 25 to 30 feet thick. It is one of the more persistent members of 

the iron Formation sGries, but, it is often missing from outcrops of Iron 

Formation i:aaF.ae:eiïaa.te;l.y adjaacerit, to the granite. 

üvidcence or metamorphism is a:viciçnt i.n i~.h:.a member, particularly in the 

Finger Lake district. 	Here a;ejcozadaaxr éamp' -nj.].iA3.e crystalr', are common. Reolacra-- 

vaut blebs and large s".en,see of carbonate material are also present. Cr,ystals 

of magnetite ara readily observable in the more granular jasper layers.  In these 

eases, the number of grains of magnetite increases towards the edge, until finally 

they form a layer, very viart: in magnetite, betweeai jasper layers. 



Of all the members of the Fenimore tros-, F'ormati.o;s m the Natalie Iron 

Formation is probably the most variable in compoaiti.on and nature. The tern 

is used as a group heading for formations in which the iron oxides, hematite 

and magnetite are present in considerable quantity. Jasper is usually present, 

but in a great  variety of thickness of. layers. Chert is usually present, 

generally as oolite h nter3;sixed with colites of magnetite or teeatite, 

The formation always occurs in the same position in the stratigraphie 

horizon, end in the one with the interesting, or me,tsl r  c appearance. 

F'i.reL.rr Teddce? Chert iron Formation  

North and actht of Alison Laite, there is an Sx°oz}. Formation member consist-

ing tai' v cry finely--i)cdcic3d r,lccrt, y::.th sometimes a litti.c. hematite. 

Ea.si, of.  Alison Lake this member overlies the Vetal:.c Iron Formation. Aîso, 

in that area, it shows some stringers of "enrichment" type iron. These  are 

thin (i%'. to 4 inches thick) and discontinuous. l4,; the outcrops are on the 

side of a hill, any large masses of seenii::t:Me:tst" should show up in the gravel, 

if present. none could he found. 

The Finely Bedded Chert member is distinguished t?; the very finely-bedded 

ehea°t, composing almost 100% of the rock. Hematite, if present, occurs in 

emall, quantities in some beds. The chest generally is light grey tn white on 

weathered surface. 

The formation in the above area is 20 to 40 feet thick. 

Grant3l.Ar Silica Iron Formation 

The dietixiatzve3 feature of this member ias its granular or anzgarry texture. 

The rock appears to be cc3c+anosed ri.nci.pa13.y of clear, glassy grains of quartz. 

~ha 

 

graina are less than 2elm. in cii.aMcter. 



This formation is principally found near the granite, west of Strain and 

Teeter Lakes. 

It is about 35 feet thick here. 

CarbonAte Iron Formation 

The Ca.rboraà.4:e Iron Formation is one of the most important and striking 

horizons of Iron Formation. It occurs throughout the map areas, but 

principally in the narthern. half. The carbonate weathers either dark blue 

or brown, and can be seen for great distances; It is pa.ri,if.ularly notice-

able from the air. 

This =ember consists of massive fine-grain carbonate with l.enses s beds, 

or nodules of grey-'vroown chart. 

The chart lenses or beds are rast+ai l  y 1 - 6 i..oct es thick, with an average 

of about 2 inches. The nodules are nearly circular and mey be as much a.s 

2-1/2 feet in diameter. A diameter of 16 inches is camnen, These nodules 

usually contain a shrinkage pattern of white guertz,in their centre. 

The Carbonate Iron Formation nay, in mat places, be subdivided into 

a sub-umober containing lenses or beds of chart and d lower reenter with 

nodules of chart. Mach is about 12 feet tyhi.ck; These two subememr,esrn 

are generally separated by a magnetite-rich member, described. in the next 

section. 

As the name implies z: the iron in the Carbonate iron Formation meOber 

occurs in the form of an iron carbonate. Some magnetite may be present. 

The composition of this carbonate is between ankerite and uiderites. it is 

grey or grey-green fine-grain end ma.ssive. 

The percentage of iron in this member is fairly constant, except that 

the cïeark blue weathering part grades upward into a thin chocolate weathering 
, which is poor in iron. 

carbonate iron fe~rmati.c~aa. 
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This brown weathering carbris;to horizon is usttaaï 7y #ali.rt azaai irregular. 

It often occurs as lenses between the top of the dark blue weathering Carbonate 

Iron Formation and Spotted Silica Iron Formation, or as lenses in tnP "Spotted 

Silica". The iron content is low, i.e.,  between 9 and 13 percent, with no 

manganese present. It may almoot be dolomite in composition. 

Thus, there are three submexabers : 

Top:- 	Chocolate Weathering Carbonate, I.F. 	 9-13% Fe 
Dark Blue Weathering Carbonate, LP. laser chert 27-31% Fe 
Dark Blue Weatheri.ng Carbonate, IX. nadule chart 24-34% Fe 

These always appear in the above order. The upper two are generally 

found but the lower submember only occurs east of Irony Lake. 

The colour of the weathered surface is diagnostic of the percentage of 

iron and manganese present. The Dark Blue Weathering 	carbonate  con- 

tainea about 35% iron, 2.8% manganese and 3e2~'.-. silica (excluding the chert 

layers). The Chocolate Weathorini; C.I.F. contains about 10% iron.,' 1% 

manganese azu! 1% ailica. 

The silica ee:ntenf, occurs primarily in the lenses, beds and nodules of 

chert. These make up 25 to 50 percent of the rock laT volume. These 'chart 

masses are usually sharply-bordered, strt;.nti.uaù.ly competent massas. 

~~ictite a2zd Chert Iron Formation. 

This member occurs in the Irony Lake area and the area west of the West 

Arm of Finger Lake. 

It consists of alternate 3/4 inch thick beds of chart and magnetite-,rich 

material. In some cases. tha3 magnetite-rich r>ateri:al nasy be almost pure 

magnetite. One grab sample of a 1 inch thick bed of apparently pure magnetite 

essayed 63.5 iron, 5% manganese and 8,7 ai1tca,. 

The Magnetite and Chert horizon is usually about 5 feet thick, and is some-

what patchy in its occurrence. It swells (slightly) und pi.tarzheu along the 
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strike. 

The greatest thickness measured was east of Irony Lake where it uas 15 feet 

thi.cl, in one place, however, it had considerable carbonate intermixed with it. 

It assayed tab% iron, 0.7 % manganese and 32%  rsil.ica across the 15  foot width. 

Another chip sample across a 10 foot thickness gave: 40% iron, 0.3% 

manganese and 407; silica. A sample across a 5 foot thickness gave 49% iron, 

• 1.5% manganese and 23r silica. 

The silica content is principally :confined to the beds of chert. In many 

cases these ara: well-defined aand distinct units, separate from the magnetite-

rich part, while in trther cases the chert layers have more gradational boundaries, 

and appear to be not so structurally well-defined. 

Spotted Silica Iron Formation 

Spotted Silira. Iron Formation is the uppc:xiacaat member of the Irxan. Formation 

series. 

It consists of chertr mate:ri.al with scattered spots of Lia-joni.te or carbon-

ate. , The rock is probably about 90% silica. This cherty materia.al..mar be 

massive, dense and very, very fine grain, as in typical chert„ but most commonly 

it consists of granular fine grains of silica. Its colour is light grey. 

The Limonite col.crurezï. spots on the weathered surface make this rock distinc-

tive. It serves as a good horizon marker. In some cases it contains lenses of 

brown weathering carbonate. 

It seems to be about 30 feet thick where exposed. 

Iron Formation Coasplcamemte 

Werst of Strain Lake there occurs a conglomerate composed entirely of Iron 

Formation debris. For this reason it is included within the Iron Fozmationc, 

although it represents erosion of the iron. Formation at or near the end of its 

deposition. 



This conglomerate consista of rounded to angular fragments of Iron Form-

ation in a matrix of finer fragments. The larger fragments are generally 6 

inches to 18 inches in diameter. 

e'lll fragments are coated with a thin coat of red iron oxide giving a 

striking appearance to the rock. Actually, the fragments  are mainly jasper 

and chart, and the iron content is pioliza'v1y lower than the Iron Formation au a 

whole. 

Some chunks, 3.,t'2 inch in diameter, of massive hematite mere absserved, but 

there were no indications of any economic significance. 

The rock is generFzfl,y very fresh and shows little sign of chemir+Eal break-

down either recently or during past geological ages. 

It appears to be a beach type of conglomerate which formed at the base of 

Iron Formation cliffs. 

txI:iMAL 

Genera]. 

The members described above have distinct li.thol.ogi.casl characteristics and 

masy be readily recognised in the field. There are many trazsssà.tional phases 

but generally the contacts are reasonably well. defined. 

Sons of the members may be traced for a etisstas.ne:e of several sai,2.sss, however, 

it is equally common to find them pinching or leasing out. The Fenimore Iron 

Formation may be aaaid to consist of an assemblage of lenses, of reasonably well-

defined units, although one or more may be missing in any locality. 

Particularly near the granite contact, the Iron Formation seems to be:;.thiner, 

and only the upper series are â'caunrl, Immediately adjacent to the contact. 
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The thickness of the formation as a Whole, from Strain Lake to Finger 

Lake, is about 100 feet. North of Finger Lake the formation seems to be 

thickening. ln one case in this areas it was about 150 font thick. 

Chioack Formation 

The Chioack Formation overlieea the Iron Formation, and in most cases 

the contact appears to be conformable; however, in many cases a surface of 

erosion in seen to separate the tut formations. Thin period of erosion 

appears to have been of some consequence since, in several cases, the Iron 

Formation has been entirely removed. In one case, already raentitr$ed , the 

Chioack Formation is in contact with the Lower Dolomite. West of the East 

Arm of Finger Lake is the only area where there, is any angular discordance ': > 

between the lower formation and the Chioack. 

The Chioack Fvrmatiort consiste of conglomerates, arkc+aes, eandatoneaa  

grits and libelee. 

Wrest of Strain and Teeter Lakes, coatg.?.ame;retes, arkoses and sandstones 

make up the main part of the formation. The conglomerate consists of 

iaouic#.srs,. 'cobble3a, ,;pebblés:7 and granule sise fragments  of Iron Formation' 

(mainly jasper and c:ïzort ) , granite, pesemati:ter, vein quarts, diorite, c3uartz7  

its and saundssi one,, in a buff or red sandstone or arkosic matrix. 

Interbedded with the conglomerates are beds of sandstone and anrkone3. 

These are buff, red hr grey in 'colour. ` The sandstones are rather well 

1.3.tÏli.Pied, although fracture takes plece around the grain. 

West of Strain Lake the section ie as follows: 

Upper Dolomite  
Red sandstone 	L. — 
Red ' conglomerate 
Red Sandstone 
Buff arkosici conglomerate 
Buff sandstone  
Xron Formation 



These are not definite hori.nona, but a series or interbedded lenses, 

with one, type predominating, au shown above. The thickest bed of conglomerate 

is 20 feet. Usually, where the conglomerate occurs, it consists or alternate 

3foofi. thick beds of sandstone arze! conglomerate. 

West of the south end of Strain Lake, the formation consists almost 

entirely of aartdeteZneys und granule conglomerates or grits. 

West of Pones Lake, it $a composed principally of sha.1.ea or very fine 

grain tsc.ndatorsers. These are dark grey on fresh surface, and 'olvea A brownish 

tint on the et:nt;he3re;st surface. Lenses of sandstone are common. 

tie:st or Ciiors.c:k Lake, the rock consists of a lower dark grey shale 

(about 80 feet thick) and an upper blue grey grit or granule  conglomerate or 

feldspathic quartzite (also about 80 feet thick). The upper member is massive, 

so/ id rock, breaking in large blocks, and would be very good building stone. 

The arena rsappc:i as ;st,al.as in the vicinity of the Bast Arm of Finger 

Lake, may a3_s", belong to the same horizon, even though some have been included 

in the Ghioaci: and others ir, the Shales and ;chi>ats. In the Bones Lake area 

these two sYawk types are separated by the azez• Dolomite, but northwards the 

dolomite seems to peter out and the Chioack Formation probably grados into 

the Shales and Schiste. 

Throughout  the Chinac:k Formation the grains composing the rock are very 

fresh, showing only grinding and me:ciaani.cal. fracture. Than only sign of 

chemical weathering is some reduction in the iron content of the Iron Form- 

~~~.... ,r<..,...-._...~ - 	 The  fragmente ~~ the conglomerate. 	grwni.ti.c: arkcsees are rcenr:rkatalp 

fresh. 

Abner Dolomite (g2Rs.r Dolomite) 

The Abner Dolomite is a light grey or buff weathering dolomite. Auartz 

stringers and disseminated secondary: quarte are always present. These 



' l eatures are characteristic. 

The colour of the fresh surface is light grey to white. 

Generally the rock is nsusive and the bedding planes are difficult to 

determine. Impure sandy layers are comm en in some localities, usually in the 

upper or lower horizons. 

The secondary quartz distributed throughout the rock, results in a rough, 

sharp, weathered surface. t711artz stringers are a persistent feature of this 

rock. 

The formation south of Bones Lake is probably 200 to 500 feet thick, and 

seems to thin out towards the north. 

East of Finger'-.ke this horizon may not exist at all. Northeast of the 

lake the upper contact is gradational, that is,, it consists of a series of 

interbedded layers of dolomite and shaly material. 

Shales and Schiste  ._..._.._~.._.s 
Overlying the Abner Dolomite and extending; into the area occupied by 

volceni.cs and intrusive rocks, are a series of ctt7.oritic echists, argà.â.l.ites, 

grey shales, black schiste and ciolotai.ti.r, shales. 

Everything stratigra.phical.lSr higher than the Abner Dolomite, and not an 

igneous rock, has been grouped into this section. 

East of Strain Î,tdte=, black shales immediately overlie the dolomite which 

is followed by grey slates and further east dolomitic shales. 

East of Teeter Lakey black schiste with replacement black charts occur 

above the Abner Dolomite, and these in turn are overlain by grey shales. 

East of Ali and Laura Lakes, chl.oriti c schiste orcur;,‘t?kiese continue to the 

north end of the ,eomp area. In these, schistosity is highly developed end 

bedding planes can rarely be determined. 



Those ehl,earftic schiste art seen outcropiaiY:p, in the low lying areas, 

well into the areas of volcanic and dioritic intrusives. 

Chime Series  

The Chimp Series of volcanic and intrusive rocks occupies the eastern 

part of the a; aa. ~ancï extends many miles further eastwards. 

This series consists of diorites, meatadio's•itaa and gabbros, mainly in. 

the form of sills and volcanic rocks of i.nterraedjate composition. 

The eillss have intruded  ch7.oriti.c schiste and the volcanic rocks. 

The volcanic rocks include: pillow laves, a,:,Fy3eaive lavas, tuffs and agglom— 

erates. :deny of the rrettaadicrritae may be thick metamorphosed volcanic flows. 

Disseminated sulphides, mainly pyrite, are common in the diorites. Sraall 

rust zones are numerous, some more than 1,000 feet long and 100 feet wide, 

were observed. These consist of scattered outcroppings of rusty, rotten 

rock, nitYt or dith©axt pyrite and pyrrhotite. There wore no indications of 

any economic significance. 

An 80 foot thick mineralized none, exposed on é:<,cliff, two and a quarter 

males east of .trauraa, Lake, eholrif3tl pyriteZ, some pyrrhotitB, considerable second— 

ary elzaartss, and a large thickness of iron carbonate. Samples were sent for 

assay but the results uere not returned, howe9va.•.. There eif.tJ, not appear to be 

anything of interest. 

STRUCTURE 

The zap area consists of a sedimentary aerieas, bounded on the west by 

granites and gzact;.s;sas and on the east by a volcanic intrusive rock series. 

~., tween these igneous rock borderas, the stratcturarl trend of the sedi.saente 

is almost north—south. The dips are generally 15° — 45° eastward. 

Adjacent to the gnei.sssg, the dips are particularly gentle, i.e. 10°,. 20° E. 
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Eastward and into the diorites the dips are 35° - 45" E. and, therefore, still 

relatively gentle. One ca, c'rpi:ior3 is the overturned formation  vest of the East 

Arm of Finger Lake. 

The ce.ntra.l area of sediments feattzre;er broad open folds, fatructural 

terraces' on comoal.inel dips to the east. 

Faults, producing a displacement of any conseque•`ce:; in these formations, 

are rare. ?']a3 only exceptions observed are the eastuerd projection of the 

granite contact, which a re the result of faulting. 

The contre of Finger Lake shows this feature. Here, there is a shear sone3 

striking 2; 7O'E anei dipping north at 80 N al.orrg the contact between the eastward 

projection of the granite end the younger sediments. 

The projection of the granite contact meat of Strain Lake also appeas.•e to 

be due to fai}ltâng, 

It is possible that the considerable indicated taicknee,as of Chioack Form-

ation meat of Strain and Teeter Lakes, is due to repitition of the same 

horizon by faulting. 

The map areas have not been highly rteformed,aa the D;esolargi.cFal, structures 

are relatively ample . Thus there are large areas of almost undisturbed 

formations. This is particularly true in the case of the Iron Formation. 

The large Iron Formation outcrops show continuous uni4ersa gacùogf.cal structure. 

The outcrops are often cliff-like, the expose -es are good ~ and details of the 

roek are readily available. 

These features have $i.ne.3.i,.~ied and verified the e~ccuraurco or the di.sron- 

formity at the top of the Iron Formation. Evidence of this. has already been 

cited in the section: SeLfl><aer Dolomite". 

Further evidence occurs west of Strain Lake. The Iron Formation coaaglome. 

orate indicates erosion before Chioack deposition. South west of the south 



end of Strain Lake, a Chioack sandstone occurs, abutting agaixafst, Iron 
1 

Formation of two different horizons. That is, the bedding planes of both 

ï'ssrroatiutrs are parallel snd one runs into the other„ Thin indicates erosion 

of the Iron Formation and deposition of the sandstone around the old outcrop 

of the Iron Formation. 

In other places the Iron Formation has been co.gnplet,ely removed before 

deposition of the irFrlosck an thcsrc, is no room for the Iron Formation between 

the t✓hioacic and the Underlying Alison quartzite. 

Thus, ero:tior, of the Iron Formation before deposition of the next sedi-

mentary memher is established. 

The economic importance of this feature is that the Iron Formation does 

not occur everywhere as a constant thickness in the sedimentary series. In 

places it is missing entirely. Thus it is not l.ogiaal to project th.is. 

formation under other members for any groat distance. In the case of the 

Strain Lake area the Iron Formation exposed is probably a large percentage 

of that present. 

~.~ ~G£?NO'r"IC =LOGY 

The summer's work was to locate and examine the outcrops of Iron 

Formation. Considerable effort was made to determine the stratigraphie 

position and st>ructu,raâ, details of this f+crmntion. It was felt that these 

were important points, if all areas- favourable to the oecurance of Iron 

Formation were to be thoroughly investigated. 

The writer feels that all outcrops of any consequence have been locate-di 

and all br'ande of Iron Formation delineated. 

Concerning enri.chnent, only two unimportant ac:ctrr ~-►ncoL were observed One 

was west of thn centre of train Lake on the aide of a steep hill. In this 



place stringers or bands of "enrichment" type of iron from 1/4 to 5 inches 

thick were noted.  These were local and soon petered cut. As the outcrops 

were on the side of a hill, it is felt that if there had been any indication 

Of further importance they would have been noticed. Front very effe:ctive=ly 

breaks3C un this enrichment type of ~ rock r3r~d distributes it through the gravels, 

producing a pronounced red colour. The +farne~tion in which this occured was veey 

siliceous end iron-poor. 

The other occurance suggesting the possibility of enrichment of iron 

content of the rock eas southeast of. Irony Lake. • This was of no consequence, 

and merely evidence of leaching of silica from the rock.  

The note-worthy feature of these two cases iv that they are the only  

occurrances observed after; a thorough study of such a large area. This strongly 

suggests that enrichment is a feja,tazre, of little importance in these arena. 

The thicbresc of Iron Formation between Finger and Strain Lakes is about 

80 - Z00 feet. This includes the :3potteca, Silica member which is about 30 feat 

thick and contains little, if any, iron. Ali iron ore bodies within the 

Labrador Trough have been found in the Iron Formation, thus in this area there 

is c4tiar a thin: layer available for such bodies. 

iinothe$r feature  pertaining to the i.oc.ati.nn eas_', iron ore is etru:taree  The 

formations  within the map areas are only very slightly folded and faulted, with 

only one exception. There is no "a.tit:i.on" ;: as: the prospectors  say. Folding 

and faulting are relatively conspicuous by the:;:; absence. 

The lack of significant or every frequent occurance of "enxiahmentr, the 

thinness of the Iron Formation and the relatively undisturbed nature of the 

formations , st;rongl.g suggest that the occurance of "direct ehippaing" iron ore 

is highly improbable. 

Tho next point 'worthy of consideration is beniii.catfeux. Wi.2l aoy of the 



m.enbere lend themselves, economically, to this process ? 	With this point in 

Mind the Iron Formation in each of the main localities is described in a general 

way in the following sections: 

Iron Formation West of the South End of  Strain Lake  

The group of outcrops in this area expose the lower members of the Iron 

Formation. They include: 

Carbonate I. F. 
	

thin 
Finely Bedded Chert I.F. 	 15 ft. thick
Vet;sl.i.c. , I.F. beds, jasper or chert 15-20 ft. thick 
Thin Bedded Chert I. r'. 	 15 ft 	thick 

The iron content, of the :detalic Iron Formation is probably about 40 per 

cent, though no Heeeys were made. It consists of matar:.al rich in hematite 

and magnetite, with beds of jasper or chert. These chart or jasper beds are 

1/2 	1 inch thick, with sharply defined contacts. 

This area might be worth further study from a ber, :£.#,cati.on point of view 

but it is felt that these ou,t,cropa are the may remnants of Iron Formation 

remtining in the area. The rest has probably been re3.:orrpci, by erosion before 

the deposition of the Chi.aack sandstones. 

At any rate, the structure is more .irregular than in most i.oeral.i.tie:.; ant 

considerable rock stripping would be neceanes r= before any large ares. of Iron 

Formation could be found. 

Iron Formation West of the Centre of Strain Lake ~.._~._ 

The sequence hero 3e as follows: 

Finely bedded Chart I.F. 
F%: t alâ c3 I.?. bed chert 
Thin bedded Chart and Jasper X.F. 

25 ft. 	thick 
15 ft. thick 
20 ft. thick 

The Iron contest is not notably high in any of these formations. The 

3^Fetali.c iron Formation member is a heaatite magnetite rich rock with beds and 

lenses of chart, but it is thin and nowhere is it expooeû to any degree. The 



iron content is probably less than 25 percent. 

Iron Formation forth of Alison Lekaekbpj5) 

This area in likewise of no interee6 e canomÿeally. It consists of 

Finely Bedded Chert, and Granular Silica Iron Formation, both of which are 

very high in silica and low in iron. 

Iron Formation Southwest of 13rragorn Lake, (AStap 6) 

The formations expoeed here are Carbonate Iron Formation, of the dark 

. blue weathering variety. They are small, flat, poor exposures. One chip 

sample through a 10 foot thickness assayed 22.7 N iron, 1.©r Manganoae and 

43.0% silica. (Sample #951). 

iren Formation East of Irony Lake, (I ap i16)  

This is one of the best exposures of Iron Formation in the district. 

the formations are exposed continuously along the face of a cliff,_ for a 

distance of 3 miles. The formations are a? so exposed to a lesser degree for 

• considerable di tance, both northwards and southwards. 

The width of this exposed land is between 300 and 1,000 feet. 

The thickness of the Iron Formation is about 100 foot. This includes the 

members shown in Table Ho. 1, on the following page, and described generally 

below. 

Ferruginous Shale 	• 

Ferrugixtceua Shale is a massive shaâ.ej rich in carbonate, underlying the 

Iron Formation proper. At one place, it was interbedded with the Alison 

Quartzite. 

Ferruginous Shale is dark brownish-grey in colour and fins grain. Bedding 

is rarely evident. 

The average iron content, rw-in7.y as a result of grab samples, is 27%, 

hpe~ ~~ 



27.4 27.2 27.3 	5.1 3.5 4.2 

Metaltc 1.F. 
Thick beds Jasper 

Ferruginous Shale 

	

35' 	8' 	25° 	35.9 23.8 \28.7! 

	

g° 	0 	51 	30.7 24.3 27.0 

53.1 34.8 45.7 

45.5 34.7 41X 

GRAB SAMPLES 

Massive pure carbonate 
part of Dark Blue 
weathering Carbonate Sa. 

Nearly pure magnetite layer 
from magnetite & chert I.F. . 63.5 	63.5 0.5 	0.5 

9.9 3•2 6.2. 

6.7 	8.7 

3.4 0.7 1.1 

1.3. 0.9 1.0 

DATA PROW FOUR CHIP rAIMES 110Etd`,.,S;s THE IRON FORMATION EAST 01? IRONY LAM 

Mein 
11xx. 

Thickness 
Minl. 	Aver. 

30° 

% Iron 
Max. .Min. 	Aver. 

a3.ruovit nil 

% Manganese 
Max. 	Min. Aver. 

almost nil 

% Silica 
 Max. 	Min. Aver. 

high Spotted S:A.licc. I .â~". 

Dark Blue Weathering 
Carbonate I. F. 
i.ayars chert. 151 31 101 30.9 27.2 ,29.6 2i5 2.0 2.3 32.6 17.5 2+, 3 

14agnetite & Chert 1.1''. 151 0 5' 46.0 39.9 , 43.0 0.6 0.3 0.5 40.6 32.2 36.1 

Dark Blue Weathering 
Carbonate I. 
Modtslea chert 171 L 1ta° 34.7 24.3 29.1 3.0 0e6 1.8 55.2 31.9 .38.0 

Thin 
Carbonate C~,rizoilats I.F. 201 ;,{)° 15: 35.4 21.2 31.3 1.8 0.9 1.2 45.3 38.0 41.0 



the xaa?.nga•rncstecr l% and silica 4196. 

The silica pmbably occurs as a fi.ndagrains,mixed with the carbonate. 

Netal.ic Iron Formation 

Thin ;Is the thickest member and alaao that highest in silica. 

In this locality it consists of thick jaspery layers, separated by 

magnetite rich aaaat.eri.axl... 

The zaagnqtitc: is found diaascsa:.nated through the jaspery layers as wel.l 

as in 1/2 - 1 inch t•,hir.}, magnetite-rich layera between the jasper layers. 

The dea3aaami.nated magnetite content of the jasper layers is highest towards 

the edges of the layers. 

The magnetite grains are generally eu.hec:rtal and about 1 mm. in diameter. 

The jaspery layera vary in thickness from 1/2 inch to 18 inches. They 

are thicket near the bottom und Considerably thinner towards the top. 

There is often a considerable cl,uanti.ty of iron carbc,natw irregularly 

distributed throughout the member. 

Thus, the iron content of the Natalie  Iron PorMat:i.on is not in one 

particular form or in definite distinct layers separated by chart lenses or 

beds, as is found in the upper member:;. 

Thin Bedded Carbonate Iron Formation  

Beneath the main horizon of carbonate iron formation, there occurs a 

thinly bedded iron carbonate member. 

The nature or this member is quite variable. It represents a gradation 

: between the thick bedded jasper 'Natalie Iron Formation" and the "Carbonate 

Iron Formation". 

The silica content is contained in thin, indefinite lenses and also 

disseminated throughout the rock. 



Carbonate Iron Formation  

The Carbonate Iron Formation may be divided into two tsubmembeara3, both 

having a massive, fine grain blue weathering carbonate.  The upper member 

has layers or beds of brownish—grey chart. The 3.ower one had nearly 

circular nodules of chart. The assay results suggest that, there is more 

disseminated silica in the lower member, as the silica content is higher 

but that the outcrop appears to contain less chart. 

The iron carbonate l.aye:i-s are massive and the only indi.cati.s>n of bedding 

is the layers of chevrt. EsspccJ.sl  1y  in the upper member, these ',are distinct 

units with sharp boundaries. It is felt that this structural and chemical 

difference between the two types of materital in this rock would facilitate 

the separation n;', t.hc..:, two components. 

The rock as fi` whole contains about 29 percent iron, 2 percent manganese 

and 11 percent silica. It is probable than the iron content of these 

results is 2 to 5% high due to secondary enrichment on the surface of the 

rock chips forming the sample. 

One grab sample from a massive pure carbonate  layer gave 27.5 percent 

iron, 4 percent manganese al1d 6 percent silica. The remaining percentage 

represents water, n 2̂,a.nd other gasses lost after heating the sample. 

Imneti.te: and C}u:rt Iron Formation  

Separating the upper and lower horizons of Carbonate iron Formation is 

the Magnetite and Chart Iron Formation member which is 5 ta 15 feet thick 

and very rich in magnetite. 

It consists of alternate 1/2 to 3 indh thick beds of ohert and ncag,netiter . 

The Magnetite layers are almost pure :aagsâsetite in some localities and in 

others there is a, considerable content of iron carbonate. Where the member 



is only 5 foot thick, notably west of the Veat Ara of Finger Lakes  the 

magnetite rich layers are almost pure magnetite. 'Where the formation is 

thicker there :.:s considerable iron cartaonate, mixed with the magnetite. 

The chart is mai tz3.3+ confined  to distinct lenses and beds. 

The average cas.` three chip saaplea across 10 to 15 foot widths of this 

formation, where there was a noticeable quantity of iron carbonate, gave 

r1 percent irrcan, 0.5 percent manganese end 36.1 percent silica. 

A grab sample of a 1 inch thick bed of nearly pure magnetite assayed 

63.5 percent iron. 0.5 percent, manganese and 8.7 percent silica. . 

tipottc3d Silica 

This member may be considered as a quartzite. It is about 90 percent 

silica and has about the consistency of a quartzite. It is highly jointed 

throughout. 

The lower l i mi  t of this member, contains lenses of brown  weathering 

carbonate. 

The nenber is 30 to 35 feest thick. 

G4itler sl .,......r.... 

The Carbonate Iron Formation end the Magnetite and Chert Iron  Formati.on 

are those members with the most favourable chtaraateri.h1:i,ca for large scale 

Low; grade treatment for i.ron. 

Together, theses two represent a thickness of About 25 feet. In this 

area they are overlain by about 30 feet of Spotted Silica Iron Formation 

and some gravel. 

The main exposure of  these two members which is 3 ljP2 miles long, with 

a width of 1,000 feet, contains about 45 million tons of these rocks, aver- 

aging 32 perdent iron and 32 percent silica, with about 1.8 ,percent manganese. 
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One mile south of this area there is another area with dark weathering 

Carbonate Iron Formation exposed an the surface. 

To the north on Nap No. 7 there is an area of Iron Formation expsxeed west 

of the West Aras of Finger Lake. The members exposed are: the Carbonate 

Iron Formation, the Haematite and Cheert, Iron Formation and the Spotted Silica 

Iron Formation. This area appears to contain about 60 million tone of the 

Carbonate and Mangei;i.te and Chert, iron Formation members, if the cane 25 foot 

tihick.na:su is tr.:3aat:xaed, (2.75 miles longs  f_V3 mile wide). 

The exposures in the above area are much poorer, no ciRi.p samples across 

the formation were taken, an the rezeu].tre above are oril4 hypothetical, but 

they serve to point eut the tonnages which might be present with little rock 

or overburden stripping. 

A problem which must be borne in mind when considering these formations 

is the occurrence of the iron in two forms, siderite (iron carbonate) and 

magnetite ( iron oxide ) . 

In both formations the silica in mini' present in distincts  sharply 

defined chart 1_4744rs 

Iron Formation East Arm of Finger Lake  

The iron Formation in this area is exposed discontinuously over an 

s.rera two miles long and tiires-ctuarters of a mile sri.de o It is abaut 100 feet 

tt3âck,, and is made up of the following Maml3ers: (The assay results are 

from one chip saeneplea ) . 



THICKNESS PERCENTAGE 
FORMATION Max. Nin. Ave. Iron Maregasr►ese Sf.lica 

Spotted Silica 30 10 25 nil nil high 

Chocolate weathering 
Carbonate, I.?. 40 10 25 13.5 0.7 49.1 

Dark Blue weathering 
Carbonate, I.F. 45 5 25 28.5 1.6 32.2 

,)4eta lic, I.F. 30 10 20 35.7 0.1 42.3 

The Netelic Iron Formation, with chart or jasper beds and lenses, contains 

hematite and magnetite in variable proportion. The iron oxides occur in the 

form of scolies or very fine grains, in thin to thick beds; separated by beds of 

jasper up to 1 foot thi ek, but usually 1/2 to 3 inches thick. A fiberoue 

ahiliole is aaalen proesat in the magnetite and hematite--rich layers, as well 

as cher t  in the fora of oolites °>ee fine grains. 

The thickness of ' the above member-i; very erratic, its position often 

being occupied by Dark Blue Weathering Carbonate T.re,n Formation. 

The Bark Blue Ve.gtharing Carbonate Iron Forwati_n i,, of the usual type. 

It consists of alternate layers of massive iron carbonate und t;ee„t. The 

chart layers are about 2 to 4 inches thick and occupy about 30 to 50 fiOceànt 

of the rock, by volume. 

The Chocolate Waatherisg  Carbonate Iron Formation contains relatively 

little iron, and contains a large proportion of chert layers. 

The Spotted Silica is as usual, a very siliceous well-jointed rock, 

forming the top of the Iron Formation. 

The structure in this area is considerably more distorted than in the 

surrounding districts. The eastern edge of the Iron Forea.tion and Alison 

Quartzite, ie overturned. The3res is considerable evidence of thrus#, faulting 

and ernes faults. The Formations are irregalarly  displaced. 
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It. is believed that the northern, eastern and western limits of the Iron 

Formation are surfaces of pe:tioatformi.ty. That, is to sag, that the Iron Form-- 

ati.ors was eroded away before deposition of the Ch.:t:jnck shales. It i3 possible 

that these limits represent faults but this hypothesis does not find mxah 

supporting evidence. 

The possible removal of the Iron Formation by eroei;on, before deposition 

of the overlying Ch3.oack Formation, makee the eastward, and the northward, 

Prolongation of the Iresn. Formation unlikely. 

In scsmaztivn, this area does not seem to marrent further attention. Tho 

quantity of Iron lecarMat3.or: present is small, and the iron content in not high. 

Iron Formation Nozdch 	Finger Lake 

This region contains large, very good exposures of Iron Formation. One 
,..: 

outcrop is about three ailes long and a tshansane.: feet wide. From outcrops 

ouch as this it is poSz3r,ilsle to obtain 4 goexd3~ti,caetisn of the type of fcrnatie3n 
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present, as the rock toffs are moll exposed on clean, fresh surfaces. 

The work suggests that the Iron Formation is about 130 to 150 feet thick, 

which is somewhat thicker than to the south. It appears that the iron con- 

tent is higher also, particularly in the Meetaalic Iron.Formation horizon. 

Unfortunately, as this region was mapped at the end of the season, the 

writer had an opportunity to visit only the southernmost outcrop in the area. 

The remainder of the information was gained from the work of assistants. 

This region was actively prospected, for a period of more than one month, 

by a pair of competent proape,--tors but no indications of "direct shipping" iron 

ore were found Neither did subsequent geological mapping uncover any evid- 

ence of this feature. 

The structure of the region suggests that there is a large volume of 

Iron Formation near to the surface. 

Another significant feature is that the outcrope of Iron Formation lie 

in a gravel-filled •valley, along which it is only eight miles to the sea. 

The formations comprising the Iron Formation in this district, along 

mith the thickness and grade, are given in table 2- on the following page, 

and described d in general terms below. 

etalic Iron Formation  

The fetaiic Iron Formation is thicker in this area than further to the 

south. The iron content is higher, and it i oludea a massive Zetaa1ic horizon. 

In table 2 the member has been aubàividied into four types, to bitter 

point out the nature of the material present. 

The lowermost horizon is an altered, thick bedded jaaepeq rock. The 

der beds are about b inches to 1 foot thick and snmewhWrecrystalized with 

saes carbonate present. The iron content is low. 



high 

66.6 27w4 45.7 

48.6 23.4 31.0 

DATA FROM SIX CHIP SAMPLF~̀:3 	NORTï ..,_©FFIN= LAKE 

141DffEli T€ilPMS â % ram % HAY;{AN:ESE 	% BILICP,: 
Max.. Min. Aver. 	Max. in. Aver. 	Max. Min. Aver. 	Max. Min. Aver. 

Spotted Silica 

Dark blue weathering 
Carbonate I.F. 
Layer chart 

Metalic I.F.(i assivc) 
Layer chart 
in some cases 

Metalic I. F. 
Shely 

?fet..al.ic I.F. 
Thick jasper beds 

Mata],.i.c I. F. 
Altered thick 
Jasper Beds 

rai1. nil 

15 	5 	12 	38.3 15.8 25e8 	4.1 0.4 2.3 

35 	10 	21 	48.3 29.6 42„0 	5,.2 0.5 2.6 
only 
portent 

45 	0 in one 	45.3 26.8 35.0 
outcrop 

15 	5 	if ; 	48.6 26.2 36.0 

10 

34 0.8 1.5 	53.3 37.6 45.6 

2o6 0.1 1.4 	51.2 25.6 39.1 

2.0 0.5 14 	55.3. 42.1 50.9 



The Neetslic Iron Formation with thick beds of jasper, is E fr u her 

looking rock. The jasper beds are about 3 to 9 Inches thick, and there is 

a noticeable quantity of iron oxides between the jasper beds. The jasper 

layers are fatly sharply defined, distinct units. 

The shtslv Mctal.ic Iron Formation horizon is principally found in the 

euterxeost outcrop of Iron Formation. It is probably the result of folding 

and metamorphisms, and might be better termed a fschi.set than a ph€le, as the 

structure of this outcrop is considerably more disturbed than is usual.* The 

rock appears to be a fine grained, granular mixture of quartz and hematite, 

which occurs in shaly layers. 

The nassive Natalie Iron Formation in the horizon with the highest 

percentage of iron and the l.oue:ut, percentage of silica. Essentially, it 

consists of a massive mixture of oelites of chert and hematite, Thin lenses 

or bode of chert are present in some localities. This horizon appears in 

all main outcrops of the Iron Formation in the area. 

Carbonate Iron. For.ation 

The Carbonate Iron Formation, though thinner and of less relative import—

ance, is found at all exposures of Iron Formation. It consists of both the 

choc late weathering type and the dark blue weathering variety. The latter 

is found iay ail localities as a 10 to 12 foot thickness. It is the usual 

type, °enlisting of m aseive iron carbonate with beds and lenses of chart. 

The chart, is often brecciated. 

Spotted Silica Irr~. F~orratioxe 

The above members are overlain by Spotted Silica Iron Formation e$ vail ar 

to that previously described. It is probably 30 to 50 feet ,thi.cSc, though 
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this figure is not certain. 

Overlying the Spotted Silica is found the Chioat;k. shale. 

Genera/ ......,_~ 
To indicate the pasai.ble tonnages eP the varicus members of the Iron F'oame - 

ation which are present. :;elcsul.ations, using the following figures, were made: 

Length of the main band. 
Width of the Main band 
Thickness of the massive Natalie ï.k". 
Thickness of the thick bedded #astal3.c /.F. 
Thickness of the Carbonate Retells L.P. 

'4 miles 
1200 feet 
12 ft. grade 
7 ft. grade 
12 ft. grade 

44 Fe 
3f,:%,T'e 
26% .j e 

Bicn. of tone  of I.P. exposed, or nearly so: 

Massive Natalie, 	 23 million 
	 l42% ~A 

Thick bedded Meeta;3.ic 
	 l.3 ~lie~ 	36% Fee 

~.~.eurtsesnatt# 
	

23 million 
	

26% Fe 

These eatimatea are conservative, and do not include the probable large 

volumes of rock lying to the east, under the Chioack shale and the gravels. 

It is possible  that many times the above volume of rock lies between this 

ban of Iron Formation and the easterly- large outcrop. 

It ia estimated that this easterly outcrop of Iron Formation may contain 

about 9D pillion tons averaging 37% iron and 42% silica, (1 mile long, 1200 

feet wide and. 80 feet t~nicl;). 

There is also the area about the most southerly outcrop of Iron Formation, 

which should yield a large tonnage also. 

While all these figures are a.ppxoxi.mate, they do serve to point out the 

large tonnages of h3gta iron coont.erats,Tron Formation, which is present close to 

the surface, and they also ~gest the large potential of this area if it. were 

ecorsa>mf.cal to carry on rock stripping, to the east of the large outcrops. 
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The man occurances of Iron Formation have been described, and the 

larger, more impressive, outcrops have been sampled. From this informrtion 

a rough approximation of the amount of Iron Formation at or near the surface, 

was calculated. 

While these figures are only rough approximations, they serve to indicate 

the Large tonnages of Iron Formation, and its grade, which are present. 

In the light of thin information it seems advisable to deternine whether 

any of these rocks could be treated to produce a product which may be sold at 

a profit. 

This problem is essentially one of separating the silica from the iron 

content of the rock. It was with this point in mind that each of the 

occurrences of Iron Formation was described to indicate the nature of the 

rock present. 

Bore specific and detailed information conaerning the nature and amount 

of Iron Formation available could be relgtively easily obtained by detailed 

mapping followed lc a drill program. The excellence of the outcrops and the 

simplicity of the structure would considerably reduce the expense of obtain-

ing this information. 

For a complete list of all samples taken with: location, rock type, 

thicknesso  type of sample and grade, please see an accompanying nap. 


